connections replaces a linear plot-line: there are uncertain lineages and genealogies; unstable bodies and identities; disinherited kings and knights; banished queens; traitors and bastards. The twists of the text are lies, intrigues and conspiracies; jealousy and rivalry predominate; illegitimate claims and desires are rife. Although the "correct" order is re-established after each rupture, a new break never seems far away, with even the ending of the collection raising more questions than it answers about authenticity and authority. Moreover, its politics, without being revolutionary, are clearly anti-imperial and anti-monarchical; the heroes of the text are barons and occasionally non-noble figures, with the overall message that worth is not always found at the top of hierarchy. The stability of the monarchy is also troubled by the presence of usurpers who disrupt the linear succession of rightful kings.
The Geste is only one of a vast number of French manuscripts written, disseminated, compiled and reworked on the Italian peninsula in the Middle Ages. 2 Amongst these, there is a sizeable corpus of epic works in the hybrid language of Franco-Italian, which was mainly used for the dissemination of Carolingian epic on the Italian peninsula, notably in Lombardy and the Veneto. Yet no other text features such an extreme example of hybridized language as the Geste, whose scripta is a bewitching tongue combining the linguistic forms of literary Old French with those of Northern Italian vernaculars (both Gallo-Italian and Venetian), and of Tuscan and Latin (Morgan Geste 22-23). Throughout the text we see ambiguous, delirious and expressive linguistic play. Because the Geste sits ill within existing patterns of thought about literature and language, I will read it alongside Deleuze and Guattari"s concept of "minor literature" -texts lying outside "major" or established genres and canons -developed in their Kafka: pour une littérature mineure. I take my cue from them in relating the hybridity of the Geste"s language to its plot movements and thus to its politics. 3 Their thought -favoring flow, transformation, and combination over stasis, continuity, and unity -works well with the Middle Ages and in particular with the context of northern Italy, where borders between nations and between languages and literatures were much more fluid than traditional literary history would have it.
Insofar as critics have sought dialogue between medieval texts and postcolonial theories of linguistic hybridity, the preferred option has been Derrida (Gaunt "Desnaturat"; Gilbert "Men"), but Deleuze and Guattari have much to contribute to "postcolonial" attempts to go against the grain of established literary histories, as has been demonstrated by Jeffrey Jerome Cohen"s work (Medieval Identity Machines).
Cohen has done much to knit together postmodern and medieval thought, revisiting medieval humoral and astrological theories in light of Deleuzian images of the body to propose a reading of the medieval body as a machine: not a contained "self" but a compound of connections involving internal and external objects, disregarding the boundaries of the flesh, and defying understanding and control. My interest here, however, is in a particular medieval text as a machine that meshes together differing tongues and traditions, and thus blurs the straight lines of literary histories, national languages, and canons. 4 In Deleuzian terms, the Franco-Italian epic can be seen as minor claim for expression arising in an area deprived of a major form, involving the creative, free use of a major tongue (French) and discourse (the chanson de geste) combined with varieties of Italian and material drawn from other genres. Such a reading attracts attention to the characters" escapes from power structures, and allows for a parallel between the disruptions to the sequencing of monarchs within the text and its language, which troubles any attempt to reduce the history of medieval literature to the development of major tongues. But the Geste also provides an alternative politics of hybridity to that outlined by Deleuze and Guattari, one that involves all that is rooted and native alongside assertions of creativity and freedom. The forces of exile and alienation at work within the text"s language and plot are in tension with forces of correction and order.
The categories of major and minor will here be deployed in a different way to those of Kafka, to think about reception (rather than composition) and thus to read the Geste as a terrain contested by divergent modern discourses. In particular, this will involve examining the idea of the canon and the genre definitions which stem from it.
After giving an account of the idea of minor literature and of Deleuze and Guattari"s reading of Kafka, I shall therefore turn to the nineteenth-and early twentieth-century criticism of the Geste; in this intellectual climate, when national literatures and philologies were being established and defined, the text was dismissed as corrupted French, just as it was sidelined by restrictive ideas of genre. With recent interest in minor texts, however, linguistic and generic hybridity has become an object of critical fascination, and this is where Deleuze and Guattari"s concepts of literary polylingualism can contribute. They permit a reading of language that relates the linguistic heterogeneity of the Geste to its politics, which oscillate between claims for legitimacy and lines of flight, whereas the Geste"s scripta demonstrates the value of hybridity as a means of managing and harmonizing rival cultural and linguistic claims.
Kafka and The Idea of Minor Literature
Deleuze and Guattari"s Kafka is both a close reading of Kafka"s oeuvre and a manifesto (hence the "pour" in the title) for a particular type of literature and a particular way of reading that will reveal its value. They plead for interpretation that does not function on the level of plot and character, that seeks the political import of texts not in representation but in the systems which drive them, in short, reading that looks for "machines" rather than structures, machines being sets of dynamic connections and couplings that defy ossification into fixed paradigms. By looking outside predominant structures, Deleuze and Guattari challenge canons, authors and authorities, and instead bring out the value of minor literature, which troubles the norms and constants of traditional literary analysis, precisely because our idea of what "literature" is has been defined in relation to major works.
Minor literature is defined firstly by its production of a foreign language within language. It is not work in a minor language; rather it is literature "qu"une minorité fait dans une langue majeure" (Kafka 29; that a minority writes in a major language). This gives it a high level of "deterritorialization," Deleuze and Guattari"s slippery term referring to vectors for change that disrupt organizing norms, codes and regimes, to movements towards the virtual, to potential new modes of being (in constant tension with forces of reterritorialization which seek to embed, encode and restrain potential for change). Hence the second defining characteristic of minor literature: "tout y est politique" (Kafka 30; everything in it is political). The minor writer refuses the major way of seeing the world contained in canonical, major works.
As Bruce Baugh puts it, "resisting the "major" use of a language amounts to resisting how the dominant consensus defines reality and assigns roles and functions within it" (48). The minor text looks awry, perceiving "the logic and functioning of a society rather than its dominant categories and self-images" (Due 73 Guattari"s terminology, the text contains no integrating themes and structures, only machines producing repetitions and combinations. The plot spirals and accumulates rather than progressing smoothly, with "series" of characters who create connections but also trouble narrative order. Overall, the text is non-teleological, and works against epistemological mastery.
The Geste is written in a distinctive scripta that bears a complex relationship to the on the other hand, critiqued Guessard"s "restitution," as he considered the text an innovative, stand-alone reworking, and although he denounced its "Mischsprache"
(hybrid language) as evidence of "Verderbniss" (corruption), he also noted that "pathologische Gebilde sind indessen oft ebenso interessant als gesunde Organismen" (v; pathological constructs are however often just as interesting as healthy organisms).
Writing in 1880, Adolfo Bartoli further developed Mussafia"s metaphor: the Geste"s language might be pathological rather than healthy, but it is nonetheless "un primo passo verso una lingua nuova" (97; a first step toward a new language). However, it never developed into a "specie nuova" (new species); instead it "rimase fermo e si pietrificò in un momento transitorio della sua vita" (100; got stuck and petrified in a transitory stage of its life). The views of these critics reflect nineteenth-century thinking on hybrid creatures: they were considered sub-species, unable to breed (Young). Accordingly, hybrid literary forms are unreproductive dead ends, opposed to those medieval literatures and languages that gave birth to today"s national tongues.
But, curiously, they also have the status of living, breathing textual creatures which struggle against their imprisonment in major categories. sources an "istolia" (2159; history), and a "sermon" (2514; sermon). The array of generic categories claimed shows once again that genre is a grouping of reception, elaborated from major works. Minor works defy them, not owing to any intention on the part of their authors to flaunt generic codes, but because of the very fact that they were excluded when these codes were drawn up: hence the continued value of minor works to rethinking of categories. Rather than suffering condemnation as degenerate hybrids, such works might be used to reconsider the very definitions that would have us marginalize them.
The same process has taken place where hybrid linguistic forms are concerned, as part of a more minor politics of criticism that embraces all that lies outside the major. Thus Carla Cremonesi, reflecting in 1983 on her three editions of texts from the Geste, stated that the language displayed, "accanto ad una malsicura e cattiva conoscenza del francese, proprio l"intenzione di deformare allo scopo, Or q"el est en sa tera torné E q"el cuitoit stare à sal(vi)té, Ancora no est sa ventura finé. Guattari"s theories, there is no revolutionary aspect to the minor here, because it is native and rightful. Exile and alienation are not affirmations of freedom, but something suffered by the minor, and the "major" power seeks to disrupt the social order rather than standing for stability and tradition. That Bovo eventually gets rightful place back reveals the pairing of a search for continual variation with a drive to end exile and return to a correct order of things.
In the other texts of the collection, the terror of imperial power is felt everywhere. Pepin and Charlemagne are virtually omnipotent, because they can impose themselves militarily almost anywhere. In Berta e Milon, Charles plans to marry his sister Berta to a high prince, unaware of her affair with his seneschal Milon.
The pregnant Berta suggests they flee Charles, but Milon thinks this futile:
El no è tera ni castel ni dojon, Qe non soit sota li rois Karlon; E çascun reame qe de Cristian son, Si l"obedise por honor de la coron Qe il oit da l"inperio de Ron.
Nu semo morti, qual part qe nu alon.
(9152-57) (There is no land, castle or stronghold that is not under Charles"s power; and in every Christian realm they obey him because he wears the Roman imperial crown. We are doomed, wherever we go.)
They eventually flee and their son, Roland, is born in exile. He subsequently achieves reintegration when he comes to court and steals from Charles"s plate after seeing that he has a bigger portion that the others (10928-95). The king, impressed by his qualities, indulges him. Later Roland"s exiled parents Berta and Milon fetch up at court, and Charles is about to attack them when Roland seizes his hand in a powerful grip. The sovereign cedes to him, and agrees to pardon his parents when he threatens to punch him (11260-302). Again, there is a movement whereby exile leads to reintegration, in a story told in a hybrid language that combines respect for tradition and a vector for innovation.
Much of the collection casts sovereigns as the source of deterritorialization.
There is a nightmarish vision of sovereign power, which works expansively to claim everything and subordinate everyone. 10 There is no logic to it; no limit or structure.
Rulers are error-prone, unreasonable, tyrannical. In Deleuzian terms, this is less about the structures of power than the machinery: the Geste has not a static but rather a Pepin believing that the nameless substitute -referred to only as "la malvés" (2027;
the wrong/bad woman), or "malvés raine" (2328; the wrong/bad queen) -is his bride, despite her lack of big feet. The false queen now orders the death of the true one, but Berta manages to escape and goes into exile. Pepin later finds her when out hunting and sleeps with her, conceiving Karleto (2226-343). But later, Berta"s deformity allows her to regain her rightful place: her mother comes to court and recognizes the impostor because she has small feet. 12 Despite the restoration of the true queen, however, doubts concerning fidelity, identity and legitimacy are not fully resolved, and the birth of the true heir to the throne is no more than an accident.
Like the doubles, bastards are extraneous products which trouble linearity. The three products of Pepin"s false relation -Lanfroi, Landris and Roland"s mother - there is fluidity to the social order, there is also a desire for fixity, and crucially, there is no revolution, just regeneration of the same. Ruptures never cease, but they are followed by movements back to legitimacy, similar to the movements of the text"s language: away from and back toward stable tradition.
The Geste was born in a period of linguistic and political becoming, at the crossing over of different powers, influences, and literary discourses; it therefore needed the stability of "French" literary culture as a reference point. Ultimately, the text provides no alternative to the "feudal" social order: its world is not that of the communes but of that of the chanson de geste, and its heroes are barons modeled on those of the Carolingian epics. Though these barons are privileged, they are presented as minor because they have regional rather than imperial interests, and because they are the victims of royal oppression. As long as the barons retain their place, however, kings and major powers are acceptable. Indeed Charles is eventually praised as "li major rois qi fo unqua d.i Fran" (11398; the greatest ever king of the Franks) and the text clearly draws on the appeal of his greatness. Similarly, Deleuze and Guattari argue that the minor is defined by its presence within -rather than by its rejection ofthe major: ""mineur" ne qualifie plus certaines littératures, mais les conditions révolutionnaires de toute littérature au sein de celle qu"on appelle grande (ou établie)"
(Kafka 33; "minor" is no longer a label for particular literatures, but for the revolutionary conditions of any literature within any other literature thought of as great (or established)). A similar logic is at work in the Geste, as revolutionary potential is countered by a drive to remain within tradition. Just as the barons seek no more than their correct place within the Carolingian social order, the Italian vernaculars make a nest for themselves within French.
Conclusion: The Geste's Politics of the Minor
The literatures of northern medieval Italy and the Geste in particular unravel any narrative which attempts to set out a succession of national philologies. Accordingly, Cycles for an interpretation which goes it this direction). On one level at least, the Geste provides a better example of a minor text than Kafka, for it is sometimes
impossible to reconstruct what it means. It opens a way of thinking about minor and major as a politics of reception rather than one of composition, taking the emphasis away from the author"s act of writing. By claiming that Kafka writes in a minor way, Deleuze and Guattari elide their own critical gesture of reception whereby they mark him as minor. They make Kafka the meaning of his oeuvre; governed by restrictive author-politics, they forget their claim that minor literature is free of "great men." Are they simply making Kafka canonical all over again, for different reasons?
The Geste, on the other hand, remains a field of contestation where major, nationalizing discourses square up to minor ones. It offers an alternative model for the capacity of hybrid languages than that set out by Deleuze and Guattari, who do not sufficiently develop the implications of Gobard"s taxonomy in terms of hybridity"s "both…and…" logic, which allows for the coexistence of revolutionary drives with
